Planning for Canada offers free orientation services in-person (in India and the Philippines) and online (worldwide). Our live, interactive, and personalized services provide the information you need to better prepare for life and work in Canada.

### Group Orientation
Get information from a trusted source on all key aspects of living and working in Canada. Add to what you already know through family and friends, clarify your expectations, and make informed decisions.

### Personalized Planning Session
Prepare for personal and professional success. Address your questions and concerns. Create your own action plan, with the support of well-trained facilitators.

### Connections
Engage with committed in-Canada advisors to put your plan into action. Get additional support and local connections based on your priorities, destination, and occupation. Get a head start! Take steps before your departure!

“...
My family and I landed during the pandemic, but we were prepared, nonetheless. The Planning for Canada team equipped us with lots of information and contacts of agencies in Toronto that supported us from Day 1. In no time, I had a job, too!

- Amar Desai from India, currently living in Brampton, Ontario

I would like to thank PfC for orienting us and for answering us promptly every time we had questions.

- Michael Andrew Cunanan from the Philippines, currently living in Miramichi, New Brunswick

Arrive with confidence! Register today.